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For this game you will need:
2 dice (or 3 if you want to practice 3
addend addition)
2 crayons
Pencil
Game board
Directions:
Students take turns rolling 2 (or 3) dice.
Whoever has the higher sum will write
the equation in the space on their side of
the game board and color it in. Students
continue rolling, adding, and coloring until
someone reaches the finish space!

*If both players roll the same sum,
they can both write their equation and
color in a spot.
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SPINNIN’
For this game you will need:
2 crayons (one color for each player)
Spinners (6 different options, students can pick their own
or you can assign)
Paperclip
Game board
Directions:
Students will spin their spinner with a paperclip and move
that many spaces around the game board. Students will
add the number they spun to the space they landed on. If
they get the sum correct they will color in that circle on
the board. As they continue spinning and playing, students
will:
- start from their last colored spot
- skip any spots already colored in
When students reach the center of the game board they
continue playing by heading back to the start and going
around the game board using the uncolored spaces. Both
students work together andcontinue playing until ALL
spaces on the game board are colored in!
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NUMBER
For this game you will need:
2 or 3 dice (depending on game board)
2 different color cubes (as game pieces)
Game board
Directions:
Step 1: Roll 2 dice and find the sum
Step 2: Move your cube to the first space with that
sum.
Step 3: If, at any point during the game both
players are on the same spot, they CRASH and
both move back to start.
Step 4: Students continue until a player gets to the
finish (10).
- Students must roll a sum of 10 in order to win
- If there is no matching sum between the
player’s cube and the end of the game, their turn
is skipped.
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BIGGEST
For this game you will need:
1 die (depending on game difficulty wanted)
pencil
Game board

Directions:
The first roll is the starting box at the bottom of
the block tower. (If I roll a 5 first, I put that
number in the beginning spot and add on from
there). After each player establishes their
starting point, players will take turns rolling and
adding on for five turns. Every time they find
their new sum, they write it in the box above the
last. Whoever has the biggest number at the end
wins that round!
Students play 3 rounds and see who won the
most rounds!
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COLOR
For this game you will need:
2 or 3 dice(depending on game difficulty
wanted)
2 different color crayons (one per partner)
Game board
Directions:
This is a simple game that has students
rolling and adding. Students will roll 2 (or 3)
dice and find the sum. Once they find the
sum on the game board, they color in that
space with their color crayon. Both students
take turns rolling, adding, and coloring until all
the circles are filled in. If a sum is no longer
available on the board, that student’s turn is
skipped. The player who colored in the most
circles wins the game!
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PLUS

For this game you will need:
1 die
Game board
2 crayons (one per player)
Directions:
Students take turns rolling a die and trying to find the other addend that equals
the sum in the middle of the circle. For instance if the shape looks like this:
4
8

10

5
7

And I roll a 3, I can color in the 7 section because 3 + 7 = 10.
Students continue rolling, finding the other addend, and coloring until all the
pieces are colored in. If a student cannot find another a piece that matches,
their turn is skipped. Whoever has the most pieces colored in, wins!

PLUS
If you want the game to go a
little faster you can add the
following rules:
Once a player chooses a piece,
they can only use that circle
until they cannot find another
addend to color. Then, they
can go to another circle.
In this modification, the first
player to color an entire circle
would win.
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